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Explanation and Metaphysical Controversy 

I 

A seachange has occurred in the study of explanation. 1 As recently as a decade 
ago, students of explanation had a fairly standard way of proceeding. They had 
before them a dominant theory of explanation, C. G. Hempel's covering-law ac
count. They would begin by producing counterexamples to it and could go on 
either to construct arguments and epicycles to escape these counterexamples or 
to propose abandonment of all or part of Hempel's account, perhaps also advanc
ing some replacement of their own devising that better fit the examples given. 
This all had the air of a well-defined activity, and it had gone on for a long time. 
Part of what gave the activity its apparent definiteness was the existence of a large 
and carefully drawn target at which to aim - Hempel's account. 2 Part, too, was 
a tacit understanding of the rules of the game: one would adduce intuitive judg
ments of sample explanations, intuitions one expected one's readers to share, and 
then one would use these intuitions to test analyses. An acceptable analysis, like 
an acceptable grammar, should get the intuitions of native informants right. 

These rules functioned at the same time as limits, for they defined a way of 
proceeding in the analysis of explanation that prevented philosophers from wan
dering off into other areas, such as metaphysics. Two philosophers of explanation 
could draw up to the same table, lay out for inspection their examples and their 
analyses, produce at appropriate times their favorite counterexamples to each 
other and their various strategies for handling them, try on these grounds to con
vince each other, and then depart, without having breathed a word about 
metaphysical disputes in the philosophy of science, such as the growing debate 
between realists and irrealists. Except in a few polemical places, theories of ex
planation were described by their formal features- "covering-law," "why
question," "speech-act," "statistical-relevance" -and did not come prefixed with 
such metaphysical codes as "empiricist," "pragmatist," or "realist." Yet at the 
table sat empiricists, pragmatists, and realists. 

This activity began to lose its sense of purpose once dissatisfaction with the 
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Hempelian account became widespread and no new orthodoxy emerged to take 
its place as a focus of discussion. Many philosophers grew weary and turned to 
other questions, including questions about realism and irrealism. Interestingly, 
within that dispute the concept of explanation proved to be indispensable: one 
side often claimed that a realist interpretation of scientific theory was justified by 
inference to the best explanation; the other side often responded that the realist's 
posits could do no explanatory work, since they yielded no empirical predictions 
beyond those already afforded by the observational reduction of the theory. 

For a while, it seemed as though explanation were able to play so central a 
role in this debate precisely because there had ceased to be any widely accepted 
idea of what explanation is. Each side could use the notion for its purposes be
cause, in the absence of any agreed-upon account, nothing prevented them from 
doing so. Dissatisfaction with such a state of affairs may in some measure have 
contributed to the seachange in studies of explanation. For, after a low ebb, the 
flow of writing on explanation has once again quickened, but in the opposite 
direction. Bas van Fraassen's The Scientific lmage3 and Wesley Salmon's Scien
tific Explanation and the Causal Structure of the World,4 to mention only two 
prominent examples, are entirely explicit about placing analysis of explanation 
in a metaphysical setting, the one irrealist, the other, realist. The accounts they 
give of explanation, while of course making use of familiar strategies of exam
pling and counterexampling, are defended on grounds that do not purport to be 
innocent of metaphysics, and that involve metaphysically driven reinterpretations 
of intuitions. 5 

What else should one expect? It is inconceivable that a notion such as explana
tion could fail to depend crucially upon one's most general picture of the world 
and its ways. A pair of examples may suffice. 

First, it seems in retrospect that the empiricist view that the subject matter of 
science is in the first and last resort experiential, that no individual experience 
ever intrinsically points to another, and that therefore neither science nor the phi
losophy of science can admit such a notion as physical necessity, accounts in part 
for the lasting appeal of the Hempelian doctrine that explanations must be deduc
tive inferences from covering laws. 6 At least since Aristotle, explanation has been 
thought to involve demonstrating the necessity of the phenomenon to be ex
plained. Thus, Hempel wrote in his first major paper on explanation that "expla
nation . . . aims at showing that the event in question was not a 'matter of 
chance', but was to be expected in view of certain antecedent or simultaneous con
ditions. "7 But if individual experiences never on their own necessitate other ex
periences, how is explanation via demonstration from "antecedent or simultane
ous conditions" to proceed? The answer is that a statement of a general character 
is needed to establish the linkage: the fact that a given piece of copper wire was 
heated cannot by itself necessitate the fact that this wire's electrical resistance in
creased, but it could do so in the presence of a generalization stating that the resis-
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tance of a copper wire always increases as a function of temperature. Necessity 
of the explanandum given "simultaneous conditions" is established, but the rela
tion is among descriptions of these events, not the events themselves, and the 
necessity involved is logical, not physical-the Aristotelian thought has found ex
pression without exceeding the bounds of sense as delimited by empiricism. 

If one did not confine oneself to the empiricist's world of individual ex
periences, or if one otherwise made room for the idea of necessary connections 
among events "in the world," then to show the necessity of a particular phenome
non one would not have to resort to law-based deduction. Indeed, the order of 
explanation might be reversed: one could explain the generalization as holding 
in virtue of the necessary features of concrete physical systems, much as some 
now think that the relative frequencies displayed by physically indeterministic 
systems are to be explained as accumulated outcomes of individual chance events. 

This mention of indeterminism brings me to the second example. According 
to the Hempelian account of probabilistic explanation, probabilistic explanations 
are analogous to more familiar nonprobabilistic explanations in two important 
ways: they involve empirical laws essentially and they show that the explanandum 
phenomenon was to have been expected. The degree of law-based expectation is 
however weakened to accommodate the statistical character of probabilistic 
laws-outright demonstration is not required for explanation, only inference with 
"practical certainty." Yet, according to Hempel, probabilistic explanations also 
show three crucial disanalogies with nonprobabilistic explanations: they are in
ductive rather than deductive in form, they are relativized to an epistemic context, 
and they must satisfy a principle of maximal specificity relative to that context. 8 

This has some rather odd results. Many of the explanations of chance phenomena 
in contemporary physics and biology are of events with low probability given the 
initial conditions, and these would be ruled out by Hempel's criteria. Moreover, 
if our evidence currently supports a lawlike statistical generalization assigning 
high probability to an explanandum, then even if this evidence is limited, a valid 
explanation can be given; if our evidence improves, but in a way that lowers the 
probability attributed to the explanandum, then we must say that explanation now 
is precluded, yet all the while continuing to hold that the old explanation was 
strictly correct. Isn't the implication of the new evidence instead that the old ex
planation was not strictly correct? Hempel is adamant in the case of non
probabilistic explanation that changes in evidence can do no more than make a 
potential explanation seem right or wrong, just as he would think it a confusion 
to say that a statement about, say, the price of a slave on a given date in colonial 
Havana fluctuates in truth value as material on deposit in tropical archives deteri
orates. 9 

Why should probabilistic explanation be so different from nonprobabilistic ex
planation, in Hempel's eyes, and why different in just these ways? The answer 
may reflect a metaphysical assumption. Suppose that one were a determinist at 
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heart, and thought that in principle all indeterminism could be removed from our 
theories by the discovery of hidden variables. What view might one have of the 
probabilistic explanations offered by contemporary science? One might think that 
they are part of an inductive process, steps along the road to genuine, deductive 
explanation. They could serve to summarize the current state of knowledge about 
possible causal factors, and to approximate deduction as best that permits. Of 
course, ifthe factors known at a given time failed to determine a high expectation 
value for an outcome, then science clearly would be missing some very crucial 
variable or variables, so that an inductive inference based upon these factors 
would not be very acceptable as a proxy for explanation. On the other hand, if 
the known factors conferred a high probability upon the explanandum, even when 
compared to all extant sample populations, then we might think that the induction 
comes closer to approximating explanation. There would be no need to be 
specific-as, indeed, Hempel rather uncharacteristically is not-about exactly 
where the line demarcating "high probability" is to be drawn, since we would be 
certain that we were not in possession of a true explanation until all hidden varia
bles were revealed, at which time we should be able in principle to bring the prob
ability of the explanandum arbitrarily close to one. Thus, if one were a closet de
terminist, or if one at least had not extricated oneself from determinist ways of 
thought, one naturally would gravitate toward a Hempelian model of probabilistic 
explanation: its peculiarities would be virtues. 10 

Suppose by contrast that one did not have such a picture, but thought instead 
that the world's physical and social processes might be irreducibly indeterminis
tic, albeit in an orderly way, with stable, law-abiding probabilities that manifest 
themselves in highly predictable relative frequencies. Then why should it matter 
for explanation whether the probability of the phenomenon to be explained is low 
(e.g., radioactive decay by long-lived isotopes of uranium) or high (e.g., radioac
tive decay by unstable isotopes of actinium)? And why should probabilistic expla
nation be epistemically relativized if nonprobabilistic explanation is not? If we 
discover that our current theory omitted some variables relevant to determining 
the probabilistic state of a system, then our current theory would be to that extent 
wrong, now and always, about why the system behaves as it does. 11 

In these two cases there is an evident coincidence between the requirements 
laid down by a model of explanation, on the one hand, and substantive metaphysi
cal assumptions, on the other. Coincidence is not explanation, and I do not pur
port to have given explanations. Rather, I want simply to enter the remark that 
these coincidences went largely unnoticed in the vast debate over the Hempelian 
models of explanation. 12 

Things have changed, and overtly metaphysical discussion has now become 
much in evidence in the theory of explanation. Welcome as this development is, 
it does very much change the rules for the philosophical study of explanation. To 
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say that one's background picture of the world is involved in one's conception of 
explanation is to suggest that one's intuitions about particular kinds or instances 
of purported explanation may not constitute a body of neutral data for testing the
ories of explanation-exampling and counterexampling will never be quite what 
they used to be. Equally, it is to suggest that there may not be a unitary, substan
tial concept of explanation to analyze, or, perhaps more accurately, that the con
cept of explanation is rather thin, too slight, perhaps, to be asked to resolve deep 
philosophical disputes. 13 

II 

If we come to believe that the analysis of explanation is not a metaphysically 
neutral activity, then we must appreciate how this affects the debate between 
realists and irrealists. I feel this particularly keenly as a realist interested in the 
philosophical study of explanation who finds himself uncomfortable with certain 
uses of "inference to the best explanation" to defend realism. 

Typically, a realist about the external world will say that the existence of such 
a world affords the best explanation of the stability, coherence, and so on, of our 
sensations. A realist about science will say that the approximate truth of current 
theory-where this means something like its approximate correspondence, under 
a literal interpretation, to the world- is the best explanation of the predictive and 
manipulative successes of science. In such claims it appears that we are being 
given a special sort of confirmation of the existence of the realist's posits, con
firmation stemming from their contribution to explanation. Now I do not for a 
moment doubt that near the heart of realism lies a concern about explanation, but 
I am inclined to think that if the issue is to be put in a way that does not beg the 
question against the irrealist, then what is at stake must be considerations that, 
while making some contribution to confirmation, make their primary contribution 
to the scientific rationale and epistemic warrant of realism in other ways. It will 
take me most of this essay to say what that might mean. 14 

Consider contemporary science, with its theoretical vocabulary of 'cells', 
'genes', 'atoms', 'energy', and the like. This theory is the result of a protracted his
tory of experimentation and innovation, and has been vastly successful in prac
tice. We are inclined to say that our evidence for this theory is observational: the 
manifest experimental and practical successes. Yet for familiar reasons, we can 
at best give only a partial interpretation of such terms as 'cell' and 'energy' in the 
observational vocabulary. 15 We therefore face the question: What stance should 
we adopt toward these theoretical terms and the sentences containing them? 

Two answers to this question are realism and irrealism, but these terms have 
become desperately nonspecific. Let us try to fix ideas for the purposes of this 
paper, without worrying about the comprehensiveness of our category scheme. 
The realist with whom I will be concerned interprets at least some theoretical 
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terms literally, and holds that we sometimes have good scientific reasons for be
lieving the sentences containing them to be literally true. 16 The irrealists I will 
have in mind are characterized by the part of realism they deny. The first sort 
of irrealist does not interpret theoretical terms literally and therefore holds that 
sentences containing them do not have literal truth-values. The second sort inter
prets theoretical terms literally but holds that we never have good scientific rea
sons for believing the sentences containing them to be literally true. 

Irrealism of the first sort directs itself against semantic realism, usually on the 
grounds of an empiricist theory of meaning: only statements with implications for 
the actual or possible course of experience have genuine cognitive content, and 
they have it only insofar as they have such implications. 17 This claim finds its de
fense in the argument that for language to be learnable and to be a medium of com
munication, it must be conditioned to publicly observable states of affairs, not un
observable ones. Once certain metalinguistic vapors have evanesced, according 
to this view, the cognitive content of any statement or system of statements is seen 
to be the difference to the observable world that the truth of the statement would 
make. Where there is no such difference, there is no genuine statement, but only, 
at best, noncognitive sorts of linguistic function. Let us call this sort of irrealism 
observationalism, avoiding the term 'verificationism' and its association with cer
tain rather definite views about criteria of observability. 

Irrealism of the second sort directs itself against the realist's claim that we 
sometimes have good scientific reasons for believing the literal content of theoret
ical statements to be true. Here empiricism is wielded in the first instance as an 
epistemic rather than semantic doctrine: all our evidence is observational; theo
retical statements, interpreted literally, involve claims not only about the course 
of experience, but also about things in principle unobservable; therefore the evi
dence we have for our theories is at most evidence only that they are correct in 
their claims about what is observable, i.e., that they are empirically adequate. 18 

Let us call this sort of irrealism agnosticism. 19 I will mostly be concerned with 
the agnostic in what follows, although the argumentative strategy employed can 
readily be extended to the observationalist. 

Both sorts of irrealist are concerned to show that all genuinely scientific func
tions of theory can be carried out without (what they view as) the extreme resort 
of realism. For example, an irrealist may appeal to Craig's theorem to demon
strate that we can in principle derive from scientific theory (in conjunction with 
its interpretive system) an axiomatizable reduced theory, couched entirely in the 
observational vocabulary, which effects all the same deductive connections 
among observables as the original theory. Call this the observational theory. 20 

Now the realist typically counters that there are scientific functions served by 
the unreduced theory that cannot be served as well by the observational theory 
alone. In particular, the unreduced theory affords good explanations of the obser
vational theory's regularities. Thus, the observed ratios of combination in chemi-
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cal compounding can be explained by the microtheory of atomic structure and 
bonding. If we did not accept the reality of atoms, electrons, etc., we would be 
left only with a large number of brute observational regularities. Therefore, the 
argument goes, by inference to the best explanation we can say that the observa
tional evidence supports going beyond the observational theory and believing as 
well the unreduced theory. 

The task of assessing this argument is not made easier by the fact that so little 
has been said explicitly about what the criteria of "better explanation" might be. 21 

We will have to consider several possible notions of"better explanation" and ask 
of each whether it could do the job. 

Sometimes "better explanation" seems to mean something like this: one expla
nation is better than another if it allows us to see the explanandum as more 
likely. 22 The obvious cases spring to mind. Suppose you are staying at a midtown 
hotel and the large office building across the street, which had been ablaze with 
light, suddenly goes altogether dark. Simultaneously, the noisy air-conditioning 
towers on its roof fall silent. What would explain this? Well, the ballasts in 
fluorescent lamps, though highly dependable, fail at random every so often. Simi
larly for the electric motors that drive air-conditioning compressors. And simi
larly for the large step-down transformers that bring power to modern office 
buildings. One explanation of the sudden changes observed in the office building 
is that the ballasts in all the fluorescent lamps independently failed at once, and 
at the same moment for unrelated reasons the motors in the air-conditioning 
towers broke down. This explanation makes the event observed a very remark
able coincidence. An alternative explanation is that the power supply to the entire 
building has been interrupted because the transformer in the basement shorted 
out. This explanation makes the event observed one which still may not be terri
bly common, but one which is not so grotesquely unlikely. Hence, we deem it 
the better explanation of the two considered, and take it to receive more support 
from the evidence than its competitor. In a similar way, some realists have said 
that the approximate truth of scientific theory, under a realist interpretation, is 
the only hypothesis that does not make the success of science a coincidence of 
cosmic scale. 23 

Stated as a principle of evidence, we might put this sort of argument as fol
lows. Since noncoincidental explanations show their explananda to have been less 
unlikely, they therefore receive more support from the occurrence of the ex
plananda than their competitors. This is akin to a maximum likelihood theory of 
confirmation. 24 

Now let us see how this argument might be used to compare the support for 
our original theory as opposed to its observational reduction. Suppose we have 
observed certain regularities in chemical combination. The observational theory 
will contain as a proper part a large conjunction of observational regularities 
regarding chemical combination, but the original theory will also contain an ac-
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count of underlying atomic structures and mechanisms that implies these regulari
ties, and makes their conjunction likely. So, if these regularities are observed, 
the argument goes, then the original theory should be better confirmed than the 
observational theory. 

The irrealists, however, have a ready response. Since the observational theory 
implies this conjunction of observed regularities, it naturally assigns that conjunc
tion a high likelihood. Admittedly, it does so by a rather quick logical deduction 
rather than by a complex derivation from underlying structures and mechanisms. 
But still, if the original theory implies the conjunction, then the observational the
ory will do so as well. 25 The mere con junction of these observed regularities may 
have low a priori probability in the absence of an underlying theory, but our com
parison is not between belief in the underlying theory and belief in no theory; in
stead, it is between belief in the underlying theory and belief only in the observa
tional theory. 26 

In reply the realist may complain that the observational theory does not give 
us a good explanation of the conjunction, but now 'better explanation' must mean 
something more than "likelihood-enhancing hypothesis." 

III 

One important recent suggestion is that explanation proceeds by the reduction 
of independent phenomena; theories are explanatory in virtue of the unification 
they effect among diverse phenomena. This suggestion, which has taken various 
forms, 27 has seemed to some especially congenial to realism, for it gives a role 
to the postulation of underlying structures and mechanisms beyond the mere en
tailment of observations. Thus, when physical theory treats of such prima facie 
disparate phenomena as fixed compounding ratios, emission and absorption spec
tra, the conductivity of metals, and the periodic table of the elements, by provid
ing a unifying physical model of the atom, it achieves a substantial reduction in 
the number of phenomena that must independently be taken as basic. At issue is 
not whether the theory supplies a higher likelihood for these diverse phenomena 
than does its observational reduction, but whether it renders these phenomena 
more comprehensible or better understood28 in virtue of tracing them to a com
mon structural and causal basis. This common basis is characterized theoreti
cally, and if we were to eliminate scientific commitment to atoms, electrons, etc., 
we would lose the physical model by means of which unification is achieved. This 
affords a sense in which the unreduced theory provides a better explanation of 
observations than the observational theory, and if in science we infer to the best 
explanation of the data, then, it seems, we will infer to the unreduced theory, not 
merely to its observational reduction. 

lrrealists are entitled to find this argument somewhat puzzling-at least, in the 
mouth of a realist. For the realist wishes to give a literal construal of physical 
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theory. If inference to the best explanation is to be an account of confirmation and 
if confirmation is a matter of (something like) epistemic probability of truth rela
tive to evidence, then this, plus literal construal, requires that the realist take the 
criteria of better explanation to be indicators of increasing epistemic probability 
ofliteral truth. But why should the fact that a theory renders phenomena more com
prehensible to us constitute evidence of that theory's truth? Some contemporary 
philosophers have sought to build criteria of comprehensibility into truth, as for 
example in coherence theories of truth. It is open to realists to take such a view, 
and to make explanatory unification part of coherence and therefore part of truth. 
But at least one mark of the sort of realism with which we are here concerned has 
been resistance to the idea that considerations of comprehensibility have a hand 
in determining truth. Realists of this stripe have held that the world and its explana
tory structure could be very unlike what we think them to be, or could comprehend 
them being. It would be a major revision of such realism to accept synthetic a priori 
constraints of comprehensibility upon the nature of reality. 

The realist may instead insist that, in speaking of the reduction of independent 
phenomena as yielding comprehensibility, he is not employing a notion tied to 
the character of human thought. Core elements of quantum mechanics may be 
much harder for us to understand than any finite fragment of the complex array 
of independent observational regularities it might entail. Nonetheless, there is a 
structural sense in which quantum mechanics renders this complex array more 
comprehensible, by showing it to be the multifaceted manifestation of a limited 
number of elementary entities satisfying a small set of quite general laws. 

It begins to look as if possessing "comprehension" in this structural sense is 
nothing more than possessing unifying explanatory accounts, so perhaps it is best 
to state this defense of realism directly in terms of a unification criterion of expla
nation without invoking any notion of comprehensibility. And once more, the ir
realist is entitled to puzzlement. If unification provides a criterion of explanation, 
and if explanation is evidence of truth, then unification is evidence of truth. Yet 
how does the realist know a priori that the world we inhabit is a unified one? In 
the case of the office building blacking out, we find the unifying explanation 
afforded by a power failure quite plausible, but it might for all that be false. The 
simultaneous blackout might have been the coincidental result of multiple in
dependent causal chains, and, if so, then the single-power-failure explanation cer
tainly would not be "better," though it would be more unifying. Similarly, the re
alist cannot rule out a priori the possibility that such chemical phenomena as 
combination ratios, spectral lines, conductivity, and so on, are in fact due to a 
host of independent underlying entities and mechanisms. But then unification can
not be the criterion which separates explanations from nonexplanations, or better 
from worse. This conclusion appears strengthened by the difficulty of seeing how 
a realist could settle a dispute between competing conceptions of unification. 

Nonetheless, it might be argued, unification may be evidence for explanation, 
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which then is evidence for truth. After all, in the past, unified physical theories 
have been sought, and, perhaps surprisingly, found. These theories have subse
quently been replaced by other, still more unified theories. And these more 
unified theories have survived the most rigorous and extensive testing. Do we not 
then have a posteriori evidence that nature is unified? Indeed, do we not have an 
a posteriori means of settling disputes about what sorts of unification count for 
scientific explanation? 

This argument manages to beg the question the realist originally turned to ex
planation to answer. For it simply assumes that the observational success of these 
theories is strong evidence that their theoretical claims are literally true-that na
ture really is unified in the ways they have claimed. 29 But suppose that the history 
of science had been slightly different: instead of the theories actually adopted, 
other theories had been proposed and accepted, theories with the same observa
tional content, but which achieved different degrees of unification, or achieved 
unification in some different sense. We would, under this supposition, now find 
ourselves saying of these theories that their observational success entitles us to 
take these quite different degrees or kinds of unification as confirmation of the 
truth of those explanations characterized by such degrees or kinds of unification. 
Experience, it seems, cannot by itself single out one degree or kind of unification 
as privileged to confirm literal truth when an indefinite number of theories
exhibiting an indefinite array of degrees or kinds of unification -are all compat
ible with the evidence. 

This objection might receive a familiar response: theory testing is always a 
matter of deciding among actual rival hypotheses, not of comparing an indefinite 
number of possible hypotheses. Historically, the number of rivals has always 
been small, and, within this limited competition, those hypotheses that have 
emerged triumphant have exhibited certain definite degrees and kinds of unifica
tion. This is sufficient to justify us in appealing to such degrees and kinds of uni
fication when assessing potential explanations. 

But again, the realist is making use of a consideration with no obvious connec
tion to literal truth. Have we the miraculous gift that the mere fact that we enter
tain certain hypotheses but not others (others, that is, that would also be compat
ible with the data but that would exhibit different degrees or kinds of unification) 
counts as a reliable sign of their literal truth? 

The irrealists may at this point re-enter the argument. If the realist is saying 
that unification is a pragmatic desideratum in theories, and that it is impractical 
to consider all possible hypotheses, so that we are well advised to seek theories 
that are simple in ways similar to successful theories in the past, then they can 
heartily agree, and welcome the realist's return to his senses. Moreover, if the 
realist is saying that there is some sort of linkage between such unification and 
explanation, it is open to the irrealists to concur. Where the irrealists will of 
course balk is at any attempt by the realist to market such straightforwardly prag-
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matic considerations as if they were indicators of truth in some nonepistemic 
sense. Such advertising is surely false, and it begins to seem possible that the real
ist will find himself in the embarrassing position that his antagonists are better 
able than he to give an account of inference to the best explanation. For irrealists 
have no difficulty in treating unification as at once a merely practical virtue of a 
theory and a criterion of explanation - they can treat explanation itself as a prag
matic matter. The realist, by contrast, can establish a criteria! connection between 
explanation, and unification only at the expense of throwing into doubt the exis
tence of an intrinsic linkage between explanation and truth. 

IV 

This is more than the realist can bear. How, he asks, can irrealists draw upon 
the unification a theory effects among observational phenomena when they have 
replaced belief in the theory with belief only in its observational reduction? 

Our irrealists, however, are entitled to hang on to the original theory so long 
as they make no use of it inconsistent with the fact that they abjure commitment 
to its literal truth. They are as free to use it instrumentally-without compromis
ing their irrealism-as they are to use any other instrument of science. They may, 
for example, employ it as a mechanism for generating predictions and retrodic
tions, or otherwise assisting in the gathering, sorting, and ordering of observa
tional data. One of the useful features of the theory, from this standpoint, is that 
it provides an especially economical way of organizing experience. If, as Mach 
seems to have thought, explanation is economical organization of experience by 
mental constructs not assumed to have any literal reflection in reality, then even 
a Machian irrealist is able to appeal to the apparatus of the unreduced theory to 
generate unifying explanations. 

In response, the realist might pull Aspects of Scientific Explanation down from 
the bookshelf and point out that Hempel requires that the explanans of a success
ful explanation be true. Or he might argue that the intuitive notion of explanation
by-unification involves commitment to the existence of the reducing entities or 
properties, or to the truth of the underlying principles. No genuinely explanatory 
unification is achieved, he could claim, when one says that a wide array of obser
vational regularities crop up as if there were some unifying underlying structures 
and mechanisms, any more than genuinely extrasensory perception is achieved 
when one realizes that it is as if an attentive friend has read one's mind. 

I find this appeal to intuition congenial, but I cannot expect the irrealist to share 
my feeling. Here we have come to one of those points, prefigured in section I, 
where issues about the nature of explanation depend upon, and thus are incapable 
of resolving, substantive metaphysical issues. Whatever one's view of the form 
of theoretical explanation, Hempelian or unificationist, if one includes among the 
material criteria of explanation a condition of literal truth of theoretical premises, 
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one risks begging the question against irrealism. Of course, realist explanations 
are "better explanations" if theoretical explanations must be interpreted onti
cally;30 but, by the same token, irrealist explanations are "better explanations" if 
an ontic interpretation of theory is incoherent or indefensible. Our irrealists may 
help themselves to any of a variety of theories of explanation -whether something 
as simple as the idea that explanations are no more than economical symboliza
tions, or something as intricate as recent work on the pragmatics of answers to 
why-questions, or something as familiar as Hempel's own deductive-nomological 
account (suitably reinterpreted on the matter of truth). On such accounts, it may 
be possible to view the derivations afforded by a partially interpreted unreduced 
theory, or by a theory held to be no more than a model useful for scientific pur
poses, as legitimate explanations. 

v 
Is the debate over explanation between realist and irrealists thus a standoff, 

with each side able to do no more than beg the question against the other? To push 
beyond this point, we must locate some considerations that both sides find to some 
degree compelling, but that nonetheless tell one way rather than the other. The 
irrealists might think that there are such considerations, and that they tell against 
realism. For if realist arguments involving inference to the best explanation are 
seen as question-begging, then the agnostic's argument-to the premises of which 
our irrealists happily assent and our realist seems, despite some grumbling, ob
liged to listen -once again threatens to strip realism of any epistemic respecta
bility. 

The agnostic argues as follows. First, all the (internally available) evidence 
we will ever have for our theories is observational evidence. 31 Second, it is possi
ble in principle to generate a theory-the observational theory-that contains all 
and only the observational implications of our original theory. 32 Third, since the 
original theory implies the observational theory but not conversely, the original 
theory could not be more likely to be true than observational theory. Fourth, since 
the original theory and the observational theory assign the same likelihood to any 
collection of potential observations, it could not be the case that the original the
ory is better confirmed by actual observations than the observational theory. 
Fifth, since the observational theory is thus weaker than the unreduced theory, 
and since it, like our evidence, does not extend beyond the observable, we will 
always have more reason to believe the observational theory than the unreduced 
theory. Sixth and finally, since there will always be an indefinite number of un
reduced theories compatible with any set of observations, however large, we will 
never have sufficient evidence to accept any one of these unreduced theories as 
true, or nearly so. 

Although this is the agnostic's argument, it may be borrowed by the observa-
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tionalist, who can, with its help, pose a dilemma for realists: to the extent that 
the observationalist's semantic argument (section II) succeeds in showing that 
statements about unobservables lack full cognitive content, then a fortiori we will 
never have good reason to accept them as literally true; to the extent that the argu
ment fails, then the agnostic's argument can be brought in to show that nonethe
less we still will never have good reason to accept such statements as literally 
true. 33 Other irrealists may make other arguments and draw other conclusions, 
but this argument is available to our irrealists. Against them, what has our realist 
to say? 

Recently, realists have expended some ingenuity trying to construct an argu
ment to the effect that it is wrong to suppose that the stronger, unreduced theory 
must always fare worse in confirmation. 34 Consider again the conjunction of ob
servable regularities about chemical combination, spectral lines, conductivity, 
etc. contained in the observational theory. If a new observation is made about 
spectral lines, this may help confirm the conjuncts concerning spectral lines, but 
it will not be relevant to the conjuncts concerning chemical combination. Simi
larly, observations of chemical combination will not help confirm conjuncts con
cerning spectral lines. By contrast, in the presence of the unreduced theory, ob
served regularities of spectral behavior can help confirm underlying hypotheses 
about the atom, which in turn imply regularities in chemical combination. If these 
regularities are then observed to obtain, that adds confirmation to the underlying 
theory, which then can confer its enhanced confirmation upon the other observa
tional regularities it implies, e.g., those concerning spectral behavior. So, given 
the same evidence, the presence of the unreduced theory appears to permit more 
confirmation than is possible for the observational theory alone: its very 
strength-in postulating unobservable phenomena that connect observable 
regularities- allows it to be better tested by the same data. 

However, since the unreduced theory is equivalent to the conjunction of its ob
servational component-Le., the observational theory-and the unreduced re
mainder, we should find this conclusion difficult to accept. How could A & B be 
better confirmed by a given body of evidence than A alone? 

Recall that our irrealists are allowed to employ the unreduced theory in any 
way that does not require that it be believed to be literally true. In particular, they 
are allowed to use it to generate inferences from one set of observations to an
other, inferences as if the unreduced theory were true. 35 Whatever confirmation 
the unreduced theory might pick up of course also accrues to the hypothesis that 
observation will be as if the unreduced theory were true. And the as if hypothesis 
will do as much by way of logically relating various sorts of evidence as does the 
unreduced theory itself. 36 Any evidence we have that observation will be as if the 
unreduced theory were true is evidence that, for example, if we observe certain 
spectral behavior, we should expect certain behavior in chemical combination. 
If such chemical behavior is observed, that will further support the as ifhypothe-
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sis, and this hypothesis can then confer its additional support upon its deductive 
implications, such as the existence of certain regularities in spectral behavior. But 
now note that the as if hypothesis is weaker than the unreduced theory. Relative 
to any given body of positive evidence, it should be better confirmed than the un
reduced theory, and so able to supply that much more additional support to the 
observational theory. The irrealists, then, have built a better bootstrap. 

This same conclusion can be reached in a way that may be more intuitive, al
beit less careful. The observational theory does not involve the claim that there 
are no underlying mechanisms; rather, it is silent on this question. We may thus 
think of the unreduced theory as one way the unobservable world might be that 
would make the observational theory come out true: there might be atoms, they 
might behave as the unreduced theory says, and so on. 37 Since the truth of the 
unreduced theory is one way that the observational theory might be true, then any 
evidence for the unreduced theory is automatically evidence for the observational 
theory. But notice that there are in addition many other ways in which the obser
vational theory might be true, corresponding to all the possible ways unobserv
able reality might be and still yield the regularities of the observational theory. 
Of course, we may not find these other theories as plausible as familiar atomic 
theory, but it hardly seems possible to say that the evidence rules decisively 
against their truth, since in fact their truth is compatible with all our evidence. 
So however slight our confidence that any one of these competitors might be true, 
still, our fallibilism requires us to give their disjunction some nonzero probabil
ity. But then we must conclude that the observational theory is better supported 
than the unreduced theory, for it will inherit not only the support of the unreduced 
theory, but also the support of all its empirically equivalent competitors. 38 

Perhaps the realist should give up tugging at his bootstraps, and accept the fact 
that the unreduced theory could not be more likely to be true than the observa
tional theory. Still, he might hope that the unreduced theory is nonetheless 
sufficiently well confirmed by the evidence that it has passed some threshold of 
acceptance. If, however, we take confirmation to be a measure of epistemic prob
ability ofliteral truth relative to the evidence, this seems a forlorn hope. For there 
simply will be too many theories that fit all existing evidence to allow the un
reduced theory to achieve high confirmation. And as soon as we introduce criteria 
such as simplicity, unification, entrenchment, etc. to limit the field of alterna
tives, we break the connection between degree of confirmation and probability 
of truth- unless we are prepared to make a priori assumptions about the simplic
ity and unity of the world, or about the aptness of our concepts to it. 39 

A final realist strategy fails for similar reasons. The realist may insist that if 
science has been spectacularly successful in establishing observational theories, 
then it is an epistemic desideratum that science give a noncoincidental explanation 
of this success, i.e., we have epistemic grounds for preferring a theory that yields 
such an explanation over one that does not. 40 This strategy differs from inference 
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to the best explanation since it sets forth an internal explanatory desideratum, 
which could be interpreted according to realist or irrealist theories of explanation. 

Suppose then that we compare the observational theory with the unreduced 
theory. Let us say that unreduced, current science gives a noncoincidental expla
nation of the success of scientific practices at yielding a theory of observables by 
showing how the experimental procedures and apparatus of current science are 
able to detect the unobservable phenomena causally responsible for the regulari
ties of experience, and how the inferential patterns of current scientists enable 
them to translate these inputs into a fairly accurate map of the world around them. 
We have already seen how irrealists might defend the general claim that the ob
servational theory is able to offer explanations, though depending upon the sort 
of analysis of explanation an irrealist provides, this general claim may not suffice 
to show that particular explanations of the unreduced theory will be preserved. 
So it is possible that the unreduced theory's explanation of the success of science 
will not be preserved, and thus possible that we will have at least this reason for 
preferring realism about the unreduced theory on epistemic grounds. 

There are, however, irrealist analyses that would preserve all the explanations 
of the unreduced theory (suitably interpreted, of course), some of which have 
been mentioned above. And in any event the realist is able to see that there will 
exist many distinct yet observationally equivalent theories capable of giving non
coincidental explanations of the observational success of science. Thus both a the
ory that space is Euclidean and universal forces are present and a theory that 
space-time is curved could afford noncoincidental explanations of the success of 
current physics. So the desideratum seems unlikely to narrow the field of compet
ing theories sufficiently to allow the unreduced theory to acquire confirmation at 
or near a reasonable threshold of acceptance.41 

Our realist, then, appears to suffer by the comparison with our irrealists. He 
is in some difficulty explaining the nature or role of inference to the best explana
tion, and he is committed to a theory that it seems he must concede to be both 
less well confirmed than the observational theory and far from a threshold of 
confirmation-driven acceptance. 

VI 

However, the realist may wonder whether the arguments made thus far really 
are on the side of our irrealists, and whether, if not, the debate might be a closer 
call than it now appears to be. 

Suppose that we have an effective specification in observational terms of the 
range of circumstances in which an observation takes place. 42 We then can work 
our way through the recursively generated observational theory culling out all 
statements concerning relations among observable states of affairs where the 
description of the states of affairs does not imply that an observation occurs. This 
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leaves as a residue a theory, call it the manifest theory, which says all that the 
observational theory says about observed observables-past, present, or 
future- but which is altogether silent about unobserved observables. Whereas the 
observational theory says things (something like) 'All swans are white' as well as 
~All swan observations are white swan observations,' the manifest theory says 
only the latter. 43 

The manifest theory bears the same relation to the observational theory that 
the observational theory bears to the original, unreduced theory. First, all the evi
dence we ever will have for our theories is observed evidence. Second, it is possi
ble in principle to generate a theory-the manifest theory-that contains all and 
only the implications for actual observation of the observational theory. 44 Third, 
since the observational theory implies the manifest theory, but not conversely, 
it could not be more probable that the observational theory is true than that the 
manifest theory is true. Fourth, since the observational theory and the manifest 
theory assign the same likelihood to any collection of actual observations, it could 
not be the case that the observational theory is better confirmed than the manifest 
theory. Fifth, since the manifest theory is thus weaker than the observational the
ory, and since it, like our evidence, does not extend beyond the observed, we will 
always have more reason to believe the manifest theory than the observational 
theory. Sixth and finally, since there will always be an indefinite number of ways 
in which the unobserved portions of the observable world might be that nonethe
less are compatible with any particular manifest portion, we can hardly expect 
any one of these observational theories to be sufficiently probable relative to the 
evidence to warrant belief in its literal truth. 

The observational theory, despite its modesty in comparison to the unreduced 
theory, makes sweeping claims about undetected observable states of affairs, in
cluding states of affairs that would be so distant in time or space as not to be 
epistemically accessible to us. If we never have a reason for believing a theory 
that goes beyond whatever evidence we now have or ever will have, a theory fac
ing myriad competitors that will never be ruled out by the evidence, then we never 
have a reason for believing the observational theory. That is, we never have rea
son for believing our theory to be empirically adequate, rather than merely 
manifestly adequate. 

VII 

Although they must recognize the force of these arguments in favor of the 
manifest theory, scientific irrealists are perhaps unlikely to deflate their commit
ments and embrace manifestationalism. Why not? For our irrealists, it is a fortui
tous matter rather than a deep fact which points in the history and expanse of the 
universe are occupied by observers, depending as it does upon such trivial matters 
as who happens to be where and looking at what when. To confine scientific the-
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ory to claims about experiences and refrain from generalization to unobserved 
(yet "in principle observable") states of affairs would be to carve out one part of 
the world and ignore the rest, imposing a boundary of little inherent scientific in
terest despite its connection with greater confirmation. Our irrealists see it as part 
of the ambition of science to give a theory adequate not only to that which is ex
perienced, but that which could be experienced. 45 

Perhaps an irrealist could defend belief in the observational theory on the 
ground that it is the most reasonable projection outward from the boundary of the 
manifest theory, since it merely involves lifting the restriction to observations. 
Such a response would only show that the irrealist had forgotten his own argu
ments against the realist who would defend the unreduced theory as the most 
reasonable projection of the observational theory, involving as it does no more 
than lifting the restriction to observables. The difficulty in both cases lies in say
ing what 'reasonable projection' might mean. It cannot mean "the projection that 
best fits the evidence," for there are indefinitely many projections from observed 
to unobserved, or observable to unobservable, compatible with all the evidence. 
And it cannot mean "the simplest projection," for we have no rationally favored 
account of simplicity-indeed, were simplicity in some chosen sense held to be 
a priori evidence for the literal truth of a theory, we would in effect be claiming 
to have a priori knowledge that the world is simple in that sense. This would 
hardly be consistent with the empiricist scruples of our irrealists or the naturalist 
scruples of our realist. Similarly, our irrealists would fall victims to their own 
arguments if they were to attempt an a posteriori validation of a criterion of sim
plicity, or if they were to appeal to inference to the best explanation as a way of 
undercutting the manifest theory. For example, all of the arguments made earlier 
to show that irrealists are able to preserve explanation (under an appropriate in
terpretation, to be sure) can now be made on behalf of the manifestationalist. 

Where might an irrealist turn to justify his conception of the proper scope of 
scientific theory? Recall that we began by considering two irrealists, one observa
tionalist, the other agnostic. Thus far, the manifestationalist has used the agnos
tic's epistemic argument to challenge irrealism. Perhaps irrealism might find sup
port in the observationalist's semantic argument. Unfortunately, the manifes
tationalist can with equal success turn the observationalist's argument against 
him. Only actual experiences- and not "in principle observables" - have any real 
effect shaping speakers' acquisition and use of language. In the teaching of lan
guage one can of course say that the word 'pippin' is meant to pick out unobserved 
as well as observed apples, but the only tests of competence with 'pippin' involve 
actual, experienced circumstances. After a certain number of tests our pupil may 
say "now I can go on ... ,"but the dispositional competence this reflects is 
notoriously underdetermined by any actual history of instruction, and the only 
constraint upon future use will be his manifest experience of success or failure 
in communicating or meeting expectations. Therefore, according to this argu-
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ment, only those statements whose conditions of assertion are exhausted by mani
fest experience can have determinate cognitive content. 

Scientific irrealists thus face a problem of their own making. If they accept the 
agnostic's argument, then it seems they must conclude that the observational the
ory could not be epistemically warranted. If they accept the observationalist's ar
gument, then it seems they must conclude that the observational theory exceeds 
the bounds of sense. So the irrealists' positions would appear to be self
destabilizing: the logic of their criticisms of realism should by rights carry them 
past observational reduction and at least as far as manifest reduction. Arguably, 
it should carry them further still: the logical terminus may be phenomenalism, 
perhaps even phenomenalism of the present moment. 

Yet familiar difficulties in accommodating the content and practice of modem 
science have led those irrealists with whom we have been concerned, namely 
scientific irrealists, away from phenomenalism. When Vienna discovered that 
scientific laws are not finitely verifiable, it ultimately decided to give up the 
criterion of finite verifiability rather than abandon the idea that propositions ex
pressing laws are cognitively meaningful. When Vienna discovered that state
ments about physical objects could not be translated without loss into the language 
of sense-contents, it ultimately decided to shift the basic vocabulary from the lan
guage of sense-contents to the physical-thing language. And when Vienna discov
ered that explicit definitions or sentence-by-sentence translations of the theoreti
cal expressions of science were not possible within the language of observable 
properties of physical things, it ultimately decided to give up the requirement of 
full interpretability in favor of partial interpretability. At each of these points a 
trade-off was made against confirmation in an effort to preserve the scope of 
science-scope adequate to encompass whatever the truth might be about the law
ful features of the observable properties of the physical world, the rendering of 
which was taken to be the aim of science. 

These eminently sensible moves inched scientific irrealism off its argumenta
tive foundations, and care was not taken to ensure restabilization. We have no
ticed two points of possible collapse. First, without a theory of meaning that goes 
beyond the constraints of manifest conditions, it is unclear how the observational 
theory's unrestricted quantification over observables could have cognitive con
tent. Second, without a theory of epistemic warrant or rationality in belief
formation that goes beyond confirmation, it is unclear how we could ever be war
ranted or rational in believing that the observational theory is literally true. 

Let us make our job more manageable by setting aside the first, or semantic, 
sort of instability for the remainder of this paper. What might be done by a scien
tific irrealist to contend with the second, the epistemic? 

Here follows one proposal, not the only one and perhaps not the best, but one 
that has the advantage of incorporating a perspective on epistemology and belief-
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formation that places the issues in a different light from discussions based upon 
confirmation. 

There are at least two ingredients in knowledge: truth and warrant. The equa
tion of epistemic warrant with degree of confirmation (as understood here) has 
the unnerving implication that even if our current scientific theory is correct-or 
very nearly so-in its claim about observables, still, belief in these claims could 
not be knowledge. We might have true belief-but not warrant, for the epistemic 
probability of the highly informative observational theory relative to our evidence 
will always be low. 

Why is warrant important for knowledge? In part because true opinion might 
be reached by arbitrary, unreliable means. But now suppose that the experimental 
and inferential procedures followed by scientists in coming to believe the obser
vational theory are in fact such as to be highly reliable in the production of true 
belief about observables. On this supposition, scientists are excellent detectors of 
the observable world, and it is not accidental that they have come to believe a true 
theory of the observable. If that is the way things are, then one of the worries 
about warrant has been addressed even though the theory arrived at is not well 
confirmed. 

But warrant involves other worries as well. We can imagine epistemic agents 
following reliable belief-forming practices "in the dark," without being able to see 
themselves as reliable, or to understand the nature of this reliability and its basis. 
So let us further suppose-a supposition of slight difficulty, as we noted-that the 
irrealist is able to make nonliteral use of the unreduced theory, or literal use of 
the observational theory, to give good explanations of our reliability at detecting 
observables. A second worry about warrant can then be addressed even by a the
ory that is not well confirmed. 

Still, a third worry remains. We could be reliable, able to see and understand 
our reliability, and yet unable to demonstrate our reliability with high epistemic 
probability on the basis of internally available evidence. Confirmation is just the 
thing to address this worry, for it is a measure of epistemic probability relative 
to evidence. Yet we have seen how little would be left of scientific theory were 
we to insist that it be well confirmed. The irrealist may be well advised to consider 
whether this third worry is one worry too many. 

If the irrealist were to accept a reliabilist account of epistemic warrant, then 
the manifestationalist's challenge might be blocked, for the irrealist would then 
be able to say that although the observational theory is below a threshold of 
confirmation-driven theory acceptance-as virtually any interesting general the
ory must be - it might nonetheless be the product of a practice that is above a 
threshold of reliability in belief-formation. It is perhaps unusual to combine scien
tific irrealism with epistemic extemalism, but then the usual sort of scientific ir
realism has just been seen to have some difficulty in saying how it might ever be 
possible that (the observational reductions of) scientific theories could be objects 
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of knowledge. (Recall that we have set aside irrealisms that are revisionist about 
truth.) 

One source of resistance to epistemic externalism is the sense that it can estab
lish no more than the bare possibility of knowledge, and thus may be unable to 
provide a rationale for any particular set of belief-forming practices. Reasons for 
belief seem bound to be internal even if warrant for belief is not, and where is 
the externalist to look for scientific reasons for belief? He must, it would appear, 
look to the goals of science. Securing confirmation for what one believes is cer
tainly a goal of science, but if one simply wanted highly confirmed beliefs, one 
could achieve this by the expedient of restricting one's beliefs to tautologies and 
observation reports. lrrealists have tended to say that among the goals of science 
is attainment of an empirically adequate theory, but that claim is bound to be con
troverted by the manifestationalist. If irrealists are to have a convincing defense 
of their conception of the aim of science, and of their corresponding view of 
legitimate scientific belief-forming practices, they must do so by reference to un
controversial scientific goals. 

It would seem uncontroversial that scientists seek theories that are predic
tively, manipulatively, and explanatorily successful over as wide a range of ex
perience as possible, and moreover seek genuine knowledge of the natural world, 
that is, beliefs that are (at least) both true and warranted. We need not attempt 
to decide which among these ends are intrinsic, which instrumental, so long as 
none of the parties to our debate wishes to dispute them. The manifestationalist 
can accept them, for although he confines belief to the realm of experience, he 
is prepared to assign theories literal truth over that realm, and to provide a suit
able interpretation of such notions as explanation and warrant. Nor need the real
ist dispute them, for although his first loves may be truth and explanation, he has 
no doubts about the centrality to scientific practice of the aims of successful 
prediction and control. 

Let us say, then, that a belief-forming practice is scientifically rational to the 
extent that it advances these ends. However, while reasons may be internal, we 
may not always be able to assess them internally. We are, for example, unable 
to generate internally ratings of belief-forming practices in terms of their truth
conduciveness. Moreover, uncontroversial ends are subject to controversial in
terpretation: manifestationalists, irrealists, and realists will differ over such no
tions as warrant and explanation, so no agreed upon rating in these terms is poss
ible; Let us begin, then, with this goal: success at prediction and manipulation 
over a wide range of experience. If one belief-forming practice could be shown 
to be superior to others in this regard, that would furnish it a rationale in terms 
of the ends of science. Because this is but one of the goals of science, only a prima 
facie rationale is possible, but because predictive and manipulative success may 
be the most important of those scientific goals amenable to uncontroversial as
sessment, such a rationale could carry considerable weight. 
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To see what is at stake here, and how this dispute might be carried out, we 
need to say what a belief-forming practice involves. It is a matter of which beliefs, 
or what degrees of belief, are formed in response to new information. For exam
ple, how much, if at all, does one allow one's observation that all Fs thus far sam
pled are G to strengthen one's belief that all Fs are Gs? does one-or does one 
not- restrict this generalization to manifest or observable Fs and Gs? does one 
invest significant belief in all those hypotheses that are consistent with present ob
servations, or only in some? how does one select certain properties or classes of 
properties for projection rather than others (e.g., green vs. grue )? does one come 
to accept beliefs as true or approximately true, and if so, when? and so on. 

The belief-forming practices endorsed by the manifestationalist require that 
we remain agnostic among all hypotheses about observables consistent with ob
servations, while irrealists think such suspension of belief about unobserved ob
servables is excessive, and that the sort of evidence scientists now possess can 
justify investing a high degree of belief in one rather than another manifestly 
equivalent theory of the observable. 

What sort of difference would it make to science to adopt irrealist rather than 
manifestationalist belief-forming practices? At first glance, no difference, for ob
servables come within the grasp of science only during observation. Moreover, 
a manifestationalist is able make instrumental use of the observational theory. He 
can without compromising his manifestationalism believe that experience is as if 
the observational theory held, and thereby can take advantage of whatever induc
tive and deductive systematization that theory effects among the observed. 

Nonetheless, if we think of scientists situated at a certain point in the develop
ment of theory, then which sorts of proposals they will make, or which experi
ments they will undertake, and therefore which conclusions they will in fact 
reach, will be affected by the character of their individual and, as it were, collec
tive credence functions at that time, and by the dynamical character of these cre
dence functions over time-that is, by their belief-forming practices. If a commu
nity of scientists is agnostic about what goes on in unobserved states of affairs, 
and resists accepting substantive theories about such states, then its behavior in 
the formulation and testing of hypotheses can be expected to differ from a commu
nity that believes and revises theories about unobserved observables on the 
strength of observations. For example, a community of manifestationalists would 
not infer from a series of experiments that they should believe a principle of con
servation requiring unobserved magnitudes to have determinate values. Nor 
would it seem appropriate to them to invest a very substantial portion of research 
resources in an experimental program the design of which presupposes deter
minate values for unobserved magnitudes. They are, after all, rational decision
makers, and their willingness to commit resources will reflect their estimation of 
the expected values of outcomes, which in turn will reflect their credence func
tions. But their credence functions are agnostic over the whole range of unfal-
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sified theories of the unobserved, and this would hardly yield a convincing reason 
for concentrating resources in any particular venture whose prospective worth is 
highly dependent upon how things are with the unobserved. 

Of course, nothing would prevent manifestationalists from thinking that actual 
observations show regularities as if (for example) certain conservation principles 
extending to the unobserved held. But the question is whether, if they had no sig
nificant tendency to believe any principle of this kind, they would be inclined to 
consider or develop the idea that observation behaves as if any particular conser
vation principle were true, and so be less likely to discover those regularities of 
actual experience that one would expect were things as if it were true. 

This concern will afford a scientific rationale if, historically, beliefs in theoret
ical principles involving unobserved magnitudes-and commitments to ex
perimental procedures motivated by such beliefs-have played a large role in the 
development of predictively and manipulatively successful theories. It is impossi
ble to know how scientific practice would have differed in its character or accom
plishment had scientists allocated their degrees of belief in strict accord with 
degrees of confirmation instead of accepting stronger, less agnostic theories. Yet 
it does seem evident that belief in powerful theories about observables has been 
pervasively involved in the development and testing of successful scientific 
theories. 

Scientists, like the rest of us, have a remarkable thirst for underconfirmed, 
overambitious theories, theories that strive to be comprehensive. Scarcely is a 
fraction of possible data points in hand than smooth curves are drawn connecting 
the points and racing outward in both directions. This is not an application of a 
well-confirmed second-order theory according to which predicates apply uni
formly over time. For there is a much better confirmed second-order theory 
which tells us only that those predicates science in fact keeps track of apply uni
formly over observed time. Any perfectly general second-order theory of unifor
mity would just be another underconfirmed, overambitious theory. 

It is better to admit straight out that we are beings who are strongly inclined 
to hold opinions about how the world is, even when it is not observed, and who 
view agnosticism about what we take to be meaningful questions as a kind of cost. 
Scientists, especially, seem so inclined. We do not know exactly what role this 
inclination has played in the development of science, but we do know that this 
development has been highly successful. To abstain from belief about all states 
of affairs not observed would not only frustrate the ambition of obtaining a theory 
with wide scope, but would also have unknown effects upon the future progress 
of science. 

If one is to have beliefs about what is literally true where no observation oc
curs, as our irrealists do, then one will have to sacrifice confirmation. Such a 
trade-off will seem especially worth making if one also believes that theory de
velopment might thereby be enhanced. And it does seem that the development of 
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existing theories-theories which have manifestly done well-has been tightly 
bound up with the prevalence of these more ambitious beliefs. If so, then a ration
ale in terms of uncontroversial scientific goals is at hand for irrealist rather than 
manifestationalist belief-forming practices-why abandon something that is 
working in favor of something untried? 

VIII 

The manifestationalist may concede that a non-question-begging rationale of 
this kind for irrealist belief-forming practices is available, but insist that the ra
tionale is of an entirely practical rather than epistemic character. Even if it does 
succeed in giving a scientific reason for believing the observational theory over 
and above the manifest theory, it does not do so by showing that this stronger be
lief is epistemically warranted, only that it is useful. 

The irrealist may reply that the predictive and manipulative success of general 
theories about observables does provide epistemic warrant of a kind the 
manifestationalist must accept, since it affords some confirmation of observa
tional theory. Moreover, it affords some confirmation that the belief-forming 
practices that led to the observational theory are reliable. But the manifestation
alist will quickly point out that, given the range of manifestly equivalent competi
tors, the confirmation is weak. 

Yet it would be question-begging against our (revisionist, externalist) irrealists 
to confine epistemic warrant to confirmation. Thus the manifestationalist cannot 
say in advance that the rationale provided for irrealist belief-forming practices is 
without epistemic force, for some of the very features of scientific belief-forming 
practices picked out by the rationale may contribute to its reliability, and thus be 
warrant-conferring. This gives the irrealist an answer to the manifestationalist's 
charge that, given the sort of evidence available to science, the observational the
ory could not be an object of knowledge. It could be, and, if it is not terribly 
wrong in its claims, it is. 

Has the irrealist thus restabilized his position? He may have a way of resisting 
collapse into manifestationalism, but he has strengthened his position only by 
weakening the argument he used against realism. If he is to resist realist pres
sures, he must show that scientific irrealism is both an appropriate equilibrium 
point in the trade-off between confirmation and scope and the natural stopping 
place for belief-forming practices given the rationale afforded by the aims of 
science. It is not clear that he can do either. 

As far as confirmation is concerned, the observational theory is of course more 
probable relative to the evidence than the unreduced theory, but neither is re
motely well confirmed. What could make unobservables seem the right stopping 
place for extending the scope of scientific belief? After all, we could make sub
stantial gains in confirmation by restricting scope still further. 
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This particular stopping place would seem appropriate if it corresponded to a 
point of special epistemic significance. Traditionally, irrealists have appealed to 
the notion of epistemic access to explain the significance of in-principle observa
bility. We have, it is said, more direct access to the observable. But unobservable 
states of affairs in our neighborhood may be more directly accessible than in
principle observable states of affairs elsewhere. It can be easier for us to detect 
proximate photons, or changes in inertial force, or collisions of air molecules, 
than it is for us to detect observable states of affairs in distant galaxies, the remote 
past, or the uncertain future. An eye accustomed to darkness can register the ar
rival of a photon, an inner ear in equilibrium can sense inertial accelerations, and 
a child can hear molecular collisions against the walls of a conch shell. Such de
tection is of course indirect and inferential by the time it reaches the level of self
conscious perception, but it would be a very naive picture of the operation of the 
human perceptual system to think that we see proximate middle-sized objects 
noninferentially. And, of course, all judgments about unobserved observable 
events will be inferential, often highly so. The observable thus does not uniformly 
enjoy an inherent advantage in directness of access over the unobservable. Simi
lar remarks apply to reliability of detection. 

Moreover, the irrealist's claim that only statements about what is in-principle 
observable are testable cannot establish a convincing epistemic distinction. Van 
Fraassen argues that an unreduced theory's "vulnerability to future experience 
consists only in that the claim of its empirical adequacy is thus vulnerable," but 
of course in this sense the vulnerability of a theory resides only in its claim to 
manifest, not empirical, adequacy. Thus van Fraassen's barb that realism is "but 
empty strutting and posturing" rather than "courage under fire" would apply to 
irrealism as well.46 Happily, however, the barb pricks neither, since theories 
about observables and unobservables alike can face the barrage of experience-as 
corporate bodies if need be-whenever we perform an experiment for the out
come of which they have implications. 

The distinction between observables and unobservables does not, it seems, 
mark off a divide of special epistemic interest with regard to directness of access, 
potential reliability of detection, or liability to test. Nor does this distinction ap
pear to be of special scientific interest. Just as the irrealist pointed out that the 
realm of the observed is essentially fortuitous from the standpoint of large-scale 
scientific theorizing, so may the realist point out that it is a fortuitous matter rather 
than a deep fact that certain objects are of a size or nature to be observable to hu
mans without technical assistance. No doubt within that part of evolutionary psy
chology that treats of the phylogeny of human sensory receptors there will be in
teresting things to be said about the nature of our thresholds of discrimination, 
but these thresholds are unlikely to define a category with far-reaching sig
nificance in natural science as a whole. 

The irrealist was offered an externalist response to the question of how per-
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fectly general statements about observables might be objects of knowledge. Yet 
without an argument that assigns statements about the observable a special status 
with regard to reliability, it will be difficult for the irrealist who would make use 
of this response to explain why he draws the line of epistemic tolerance to include 
unobserved observables but to exclude all other unobservables. If the observa
tional theory, despite its low degree of confirmation, could nonetheless be war
ranted because it was arrived at by reliable means, then the unreduced theory 
might for the same reason be warranted as well: scientific belief-forming prac
tices might be quite reliable with regard to viruses, cells, molecules, and so on. 
It will be a contingent matter whether warrant gets as far as the observational the
ory, and whether, if it does, it goes on to further parts of the unreduced theory. 
No quick, a priori argument, such as the agnostic's argument promised to be, will 
be able to secure the epistemic respectability of irrealism, or the epistemic in
decency of realism. 

Nonetheless, the irrealist might argue, belief that the unreduced theory is true 
involves substantially greater exposure to the possibility of error than belief only 
in the observational theory. This much the agnostic's argument usefully shows. 
Should we not, then, see whether we can do without it? After all, even though 
a rationale has been suggested for belief-forming practices strong enough to yield 
the observational theory, much stronger practices would be required to reach the 
unreduced theory. Since avoidance of error counts among the uncontroversial 
values of science, a rationale might be constructed for eschewing such strong 
belief-forming practices. The cost seems small for a large reduction in epistemic 
risk: we need only give up (fallible) belief that the unreduced theory is (approxi
mately) literally true, and we may go on (fallibly) believing that it is (approxi
mately) empirically adequate. 

Yet the costs of altogether abandoning these strong belief-forming practices 
may in fact be quite high. In the first place, error has disvalue for science thanks 
in part to the value of truth. If scientific methods are reasonably reliable with re
gard to unobservables of various kinds, then we could lose more in truth than we 
gain in reduction of falsehood. Indeed, we might do better with regard to avoid
ance of error by giving up projection to certain remote or exotic observables and 
keeping projection to humdrum, local unobservables like the micro-organisms on 
this planet. 

In the second place, even if jettisoning some particular part of our theory at 
a given time would reduce epistemic risk at that time, it might have a different 
effect over time, for-as the irrealist argued against the manifestationalist
scientific practices in the formulation and testing of hypotheses are highly depen
dent upon what scientists believe to be the case. Altering scientific credence func
tions from belief to agnosticism on questions about the nature and behavior of un
observables might dramatically alter theory testing and development, with 
unpredictable effects upon the reliability of scientific practices. 
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If one believed the unreduced theory's claims, literally interpreted, one would 
believe that certain entities really exist and certain mechanisms really are at work. 
This inevitably would influence one's behavior as a scientist. For example, if one 
thought we had reason to believe that there are such things as viruses, that they 
are made of protein, that they interact with antibodies in certain ways, and so on, 
one would have a reason to design and carry out certain experiments (but not 
others), to draw certain conclusions from the outcomes of these experiments (but 
not others), and to attempt theoretical innovations consistent with the existence 
and functioning of the mechanism in question (but not others). 

If by contrast one allowed oneself to believe nothing stronger than that the 
regularities among observables are as if viruses existed, had certain properties, 
and so on, this would be only a weak reason for such a sharp focus in experimental 
design and theoretical innovation, for there are infinitely many ways the world 
might be and still be as if certain mechanisms were at work. Analogies are cheap, 
and there would be no inconsistency or even incoherence in deploying different 
analogies at different points in the testing or development of a theory, or in re
stricting the scope of an analogy that failed to fit certain aspects of the phenome
non under study. Which principles are likely to occur to an investigator, or to at
tract sufficient commitment to bring about much investigation or development, 
will depend upon what he believes to be true. To adapt the irrealist's own exam
ple, a conservation principle that requires unobservable entities to take on certain 
magnitudes would not come to be believed by an irrealist, and yet, were this prin
ciple not to be believed, a large-scale regularity in what is observable might fail 
to be noticed. 

A realist would be able to extend the response offered to irrealists without beg
ging questions because the features of theory testing and development that involve 
literalism about unobservables are part of a scientific tradition that has been suc
cessful in terms recognizable to the irrealist, that is, successful at extending the 
scope and accuracy of prediction and control. It would be difficult to show that 
these achievements could have been reached had the community of scientists not 
invested substantial belief in the existence of viruses, cells, molecules, atoms, and 
the like.47 

It is perhaps a sense of the difficulty of establishing such a counterfactual that 
leads van Fraassen, an advocate of an agnostic form of irrealism, to recommend 
to scientists "total immersion" in the unreduced theory. He seeks, however, to dis
tinguish total immersion from outright belief; according to him, the former rela
tion to a theory involves " 'bracketing' its ontological implications" - although not 
when these concern the existence of observables, whether observed or not.48 

What is this attitude? "Total immersion" sounds like-and seems to be taken to 
be49 -acting exactly as if the theory were literally true when it comes to doing 
science. Now doing science is not just going through motions; it is inextricable 
from one's credence function and belief-forming practices, for it involves design-
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ing experiments, making inferences, deciding which hypotheses are worth pursu
ing, deciding when to withhold judgment and when not. Of course, scientists who 
act on the belief that observation behaves as if the unreduced theory were literally 
true are able to bracket ontological commitments, but for that very reason their 
practice can be expected to differ from that of scientists who act on the belief that 
the unreduced theory is literally true. Yet the achievements of science may owe 
something- perhaps a good deal - to the fact that brackets have long been re
moved from such things as viruses, cells, molecules, and atoms. 

Van Fraassen makes the intriguing suggestion that a scientist expressing his 
"epistemic commitment" is "stepping back" from his theory. 50 This retreat is 
reminiscent of a now unfashionable image of epistemology as prior to, and on a 
different footing from, on-going science. But fashions come and go. So one must 
ask: if such a retreat were to take place, and if a scientist were to conclude upon 
reflection that he had no business being "epistemically committed" to unobserv
ables, what would his credence function and his belief-forming practices look like 
when he returns to science? He must make decisions about large, expensive, long
lived experimental programs whose selection from the realm of all possible ex
perimental programs depends for its rationale upon quite strong views about the 
properties unobservables actually have. Yet he is "epistemically committed" to 
full-fledged agnosticism about the accuracy of these views. Mustn't he regard any 
such program as an irrational stab in the dark? And mustn't he regard the success 
of such a program, should it arrive, as no reason to believe that the views upon 
which it is based are accurate-beyond their empirical (really, manifest) ade
quacy? Would that sort of attitude be compatible with the total immersion van 
Fraassen recommends? And is it the sort of attitude that has characterized con
temporary scientific beliefs about viruses, cells, molecules, and the like?51 Per
haps the natural description of the attitude van Fraassen seeks to encourage is not 
'immersion plus agnosticism' but 'realism plus fallibilism.' The latter is self
critical, the former, it would seem, self-undermining. 

If literalism about various unobservables has been a central feature of theory 
testing and development in modern science, then there may be a rationale in terms 
of the goals of science for adopting belief-forming practices strong enough to sup
port holding significant degrees of belief in detailed hypotheses about the nature 
and behavior of unobservables. And the rationale is the same the irrealist offered: 
why fix what is not broken? 

As with the matter of epistemic warrant and reliability, the dispute between 
realist and irrealist over the rationality of belief-forming practices would become 
an empirical question: how much of a difference has it made to the success of 
science that realist interpretations of unobservables have been accepted so widely 
and pushed so hard? Here, too, there is no short, a priori argument (this time, 
about rationality in belief-formation) to settle the matter. 

I have sketched a response to manifestationalism that is available to an irrealist 
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who will countenance epistemic externalism, and have argued that this same re
sponse could in turn be adapted by realists to provide them a response to irreal
ism. My aim has not been to advocate this response to either realists or irrealists, 
but rather to indicate its existence and point out that it does allow us to see these 
two views as occupying points along a continuum. Moreover, it enables us to see 
the debate between them as not merely question-begging, as the debate over ex
planation has often been. For, as the two views have been understood here, both 
embrace the idea that even when the beliefs of scientists extend to that which is 
not actually given in experience, this may yet be rational (in light of the aims of 
science) and warranted. In particular, it may be rational and warranted when 
these ambitious beliefs (and the ambitious belief-forming mechanisms from 
which they result) play an important role in a successful tradition of theory testing 
and development. No questions are begged when we pose the dispute between re
alist and irrealist in terms of where along the path of forming beliefs about unob
served phenomena they think - or better, predict-either rationale or warrant will 
give out. 

Both camps recognize that the scientific ambition is not merely to be able to 
answer lots of questions about the world, but to answer them well. So both realist 
and irrealist want good reasons for making any sort of trade-off against confirma
bility. Religious and natural teleologies answer many questions that contem
porary science leaves hanging, and thus are attractive for their potential informa
tiveness. The difficulty of such teleologies, in light of the present discussion, is 
that over the last few centuries theoretical traditions unconstrained by literalism 
about teleological commitments have done vastly better in promoting the de
velopment of theories that refine and extend our success at prediction and control. 
Even though it is a goal of science to achieve a comprehensive system of beliefs, 
advancement in this regard is always viewed as having attendant costs, assessed 
in terms of increased risk of error and all that goes with it. Those costs can be 
seen as scientifically rational only so long as an appropriately large gain in theory 
development has accompanied them. 

IX 

I do not consider leaps of faith or belief in things unseen, arrived at for what
ever reason, necessarily irrational-only the pretense that we are rationally 
compelled (e.g., through arguments concerning explanatory value) to em
brace more than strict empiricism prescribes. 

B. C. van Fraassen52 

Let us end with a story. You are visiting a friend who lives in a city spread 
along the sea at the foot of a sierra. A chain of small, rocky islands extends out 
into the ocean, linked to each other and to the shore by a series of picturesque 
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bridges. 53 Each island commands a fine vista of the city and its setting, although 
the view becomes more spectacular the farther out one walks. Your friend, how
ever, does not venture beyond one of the middle islands. 

"I always stop here," he says with cheery firmness. 
"Why?" you ask, "Do you prefer a less sweeping view?" 
"Oh, no," he replies, "it isn't that. It's just that I worry about support, and so 

don't think you should cross any more bridges than, according to reason, you 
strictly have to." 

"Well, we didn't strictly have to come out this far," you note. "As far as support 
is concerned, we could have stopped at one of the inner islands, or stayed on the 
shore in the first place-that's better supported than any bridge." 

"But if you don't come at least this far, you will never see the lovely, wide view 
of the city." 

You are puzzled. "If you think a lovely, wide view is worth crossing a few 
bridges, why isn't a lovelier, wider view ever worth crossing a few more? After 
all," you add, "if you always stop here, you will never see the mountains behind 
the city." 

The story is left for the reader to finish. 
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